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1. DOING RESEARCH IN TIMES OF THE PANDEMIC

Qualitative Methods

Quantitative Methods

Interdisciplinarity

Videos, Talks and Other Sources
- Video collection (6 parts): Sharika Thiranagama (Anthropology) and Sylvia Yanagisako (eds.) *Doing Ethnography Remotely*. Available here.
- Christine Hine on *Do we still need to talk about online methods now that everything is online?* Available here.

Alternative Collections and further information
- Charité (mostly in German)
2. Teaching in Times of the Pandemic


3. Writing in Times of/About the Pandemic – Essay Collections, Special Issues

*Anthropology in Action. Journal for Applied Anthropology in Police and Practice*

*The Asia-Pacific Journal: Japan Focus*

*AAS Publications (with Journal of Asian Studies)*

*Journal of Multidisciplinary International Studies*

*The Sociological Review*
⇒ Solidarity and Care during the COVID-19 Pandemic. A public and interactive online platform supported and produced by The Sociological Review. Available here.

*Mobilities*

To be continued (the list will be updated on a regular basis) ... Any remarks, additions etc. are highly welcome (kottmann@dijtokyo.org).